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1.1 CPU register

1.1 CPU register
The M32R CPU has 16 general-purpose registers, 5 control registers, an accumulator and a program
counter. The accumulator is of 64-bit width. The registers and program counter are of 32-bit width.

1.2 General-purpose registers
The 16 general-purpose registers (R0 - R15) are of 32-bit width and are used to retain data and base
addresses. R14 is used as the link register and R15 as the stack pointer (SPI or SPU). The link register
is used to store the return address when executing a subroutine call instruction. The interrupt stack pointer
(SPI) and the user stack pointer (SPU) are alternately represented by R15 depending on the value of the
stack mode bit (SM) in the processor status word register (PSW).

Fig. 1.2.1 General-purpose registers

R0

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

310

R8

R9

R10

R11

R12

R13

R14 (link register)

R15 (stack pointer)

310

(see note)

Note: The interrupt stack pointer (SPI) and the user stack pointer (SPU) are alternatively 
represented by R15 depending on the value of the stack mode bit (SM) in the PSW. 
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1.3 Control registers
There are 5 control registers which are the processor status word register (PSW), the condition bit register
(CBR), the interrupt stack pointer (SPI), the user stack pointer (SPU) and the backup PC (BPC). The MVTC
and MVFC instructions are used for writing and reading these control registers.

Fig. 1.3.1 Control registers

processor status register

condition bit register

interrupt stack pointer

user stack pointer

backup PC

310

CR0

CR1

CR2

CR3

CR6

(see notes) CRn

Notes 1: CRn (n = 0 - 3, 6) denotes the control register number.
2: The MVTC and MVFC instructions are used for writing and reading these control registers.

PSW

CBR

SPI

SPU

BPC
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1.3.1 Processor status word register: PSW (CR0)
The processor status word register (PSW) shows the M32R CPU status. It consists of the current PSW
field, and the BPSW field where a copy of the PSW field is saved when EIT occurs.
The PSW field is made up of the stack mode bit (SM), the interrupt enable bit (IE) and the condition bit
(C).
The BPSW field is made up of the backup stack mode bit (BSM), the backup interrupt enable bit (BIE) and
the backup condition bit (BC) .

D bit name function init. R W

16 BSM (backup SM) saves value of SM bit when EIT occurs undefined

17 BIE (backup IE) saves value of IE bit when EIT occurs undefined

23 BC (backup C) saves value of C bit when EIT occurs undefined

24 SM (stack mode) 0: uses R15 as the interrupt stack pointer 0

1: uses R15 as the user stack pointer

25 IE (interrupt enable) 0: does not accept interrupt 0

1: accepts interrupt

31 C (condition bit) indicates carry, borrow and overflow resulting 0

from operations (instruction dependent)

16 17 23 24 25 3115870

SM IE CBCBSM BIE

00000000000000000000000000PSW

BPSW field PSW field

Note: "init." ...initial state immediately after reset
"R"... : read enabled
"W"...  : write enabled
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1.3.2 Condition bit register: CBR (CR1)
The condition bit register (CBR) is a separate register which contains the condition bit (C) in the PSW. The
value of the condition bit (C) in the PSW is reflected in this register. This register is read-only. An attempt
to write to the CBR with the MVTC instruction is ignored.

1.3.3 Interrupt stack pointer: SPI (CR2)
User stack pointer: SPU (CR3)

The interrupt stack pointer (SPI) and the user stack pointer (SPU) retain the current stack address. The
SPI and SPU can be accessed as the general-purpose register R15. R15 switches between representing
the SPI and SPU depending on the value of the stack mode bit (SM) in the PSW.

1.3.4 Backup PC: BPC (CR6)
The backup PC (BPC) is the register where a copy of the PC value is saved when EIT occurs.  Bit 31 is
fixed at "0". When EIT occurs, the PC value immediately before EIT occurrence or that of the next
instruction is set. The value of the BPC is reloaded to the PC when the RTE instruction is executed. 

  However, the values of the lower 2 bits of the PC become "00" on returning (It always returns to the
word boundary).

310

00000000000000000000000000CBR C00000

310

SPI

SPU SPU
310

SPI

310

BPCBPC 0
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1.4 Accumulator
The accumulator (ACC) is a 64-bit register used for the DSP function.
Use the MVTACHI and MVTACLO  instructions for writing to the accumulator. The high-order 32 bits (bit 0
- bit 31) can be set with the MVTACHI instruction and the low-order 32 bits (bit 32 - bit 63) can be set with
the MVTACLO  instruction. Use the MVFACHI, MVFACLO  and MVFACMI instructions for reading from the
accumulator. The high-order 32 bits (bit 0 - bit 31) are read with the MVFACHI  instruction, the low order
32 bits (bit 32 - bit 63) with the MVFACLO  instruction and the middle 32 bits (bit 16 - bit 47) with the
MVFACMI  instruction.
The MUL  instruction also uses the accumulator and the contents are destroyed when this instruction is
executed.

Note:  Bits 0 - 7 are always read as the sign-extended value of bit 8.
An attempt to write to this area is ignored.

1.5 Program counter
The program counter (PC) is a 32-bit counter that retains the address of the instruction being executed.
Since the M32R CPU instruction starts with even-numbered addresses, the LSB (bit 31) is always "0".

32 48 633116150 477 8

ACC

(see note)

read/write range with 
MVTACLO or MVFACLO instruction

read/write range with 
MVTACHI or MVFACHI instruction

read range with MVFACMI instruction

310

PCPC 0
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1.6 Data format

1.6.1 Data types
Signed and unsigned integers of byte (8 bits), halfword (16 bits), and word (32 bits) types are supported
as data in the M32R CPU instruction set.  A signed integer is represented in a 2's complement format.

Fig. 1.6.1 Data types

signed byte (8-bit) integer

unsigned byte (8-bit) integer

signed halfword (16-bit) integer

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

7

15

15

31

31

S

S

S

S: sign bit

unsigned halfword (16-bit) integer

signed word (32-bit) integer

unsigned word (32-bit) integer
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1.6.2 Data formats

(1) Data format in a register 
Data size of a register is always a word (32 bits).
Byte (8 bits) and halfword (16 bits) data in memory are sign-extended (the LDB  and LDH instructions)
or zero-extended (the LDUB  and LDUH instructions) to 32 bits, and loaded into the register.
Word (32 bits) data in a register is stored to memory by the ST instruction. Halfword (16 bits) data
in the LSB side of a register is stored to memory by the STH instruction. Byte (8 bits) data in the
LSB side of a register is stored to memory by the STB  instruction.

Fig. 1.6.2 Data format in a register

Rn

0 31

< load >

byte

Rn

0 31

halfword

Rn

0 31

word

sign-extention (LDB  instruction) or
zero-extention (LDUB  instruction)

from memory
(LDB , LDUB  instruction)

< store >

Rn

0 31

byte

Rn

0 31

halfword

Rn

0 31

word

to memory (STB instruction)

to memory (STH instruction)

to memory (ST instruction)

from memory (LDH, LDUH instruction)

from memory  (LD instruction)

24

16

24

16

sign-extention (LDH instruction) or
zero-extention (LDUH instruction)
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(2) Data format in memory
Data stored in memory can be one of these types: byte (8 bits), halfword (16 bits) or word (32 bits).
Although the byte data can be located at any address, the halfword data and the word data can only
be located on the halfword boundary and the word boundary, respectively.  If an attempt is made to
access data in memory which is not located on the correct boundary, an address exception occurs.

Fig. 1.6.3 Data format in memory

address

byte

halfword

word

+ 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

0 31

byte

byte

byte

byte

halfword

halfword

word

7 8 15 16 23 24
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1.7 Addressing mode
M32R supports the following addressing modes.

(1) Register direct [R or CR]
The general-purpose register or the control register to be processed is specified.

(2) Register indirect [@R]
The contents of the register specify the address of the memory. This mode can be used by all load/store
instructions.

(3) Register relative indirect [@(disp, R)]
(The contents of the register) + (16-bit immediate value which is sign-extended to 32 bits) specify the
address of the memory.

(4) Register indirect and register update
• 4 is added to the register contents [@R+]

 the contents of the register before update specify address of memory
 (can be specified with LD instruction).

• 4 is added to the register contents [@+R]
  the contents of the register after update specify address of memory
  (can be specified with ST instruction).

• 4 is subtracted from the register contents [@–R]
 the contents of the register after update specify address of memory
 (can be specified with ST instruction).

(5) immediate [#imm]
The 4-, 5-, 8-, 16-  or 24-bit immediate value.

(6) PC relative [pcdisp]
(The contents of PC) + (8, 16, or 24-bit displacement which is sign-extended to 32 bits and 2 bits left-
shifted) specify the address of memory.
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2.1 Instruction set overview
The M32R CPU has a RISC architecture. Memory is accessed by using the load/store instructions and other
operations are executed by using register-to-register operation instructions.  A total of 83 instructions are
implemented.
M32R supports compound instructions such as " load & address update" and "store & address update" which
are useful for high-speed data transfer.
The M32R instruction set overview is explained below.

2.1.1 Load/store instructions
The load/store instructions carry out data transfers between a register and a memory.

LD Load
LDB Load byte
LDUB Load unsigned byte
LDH Load halfword
LDUH Load unsigned halfword
LOCK Load locked
ST Store
STB Store byte
STH Store halfword
UNLOCK Store unlocked
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Three types of addressing modes can be specified for load/store instructions.

(1) Register indirect
The contents of the register specify the address. This mode can be used by all load/store instructions.

(2) Register relative indirect
(The contents of the register) + (32-bit sign-extended 16-bit immediate value) specifies the address.
This mode can be used by all except LOCK  and UNLOCK  instructions.

(3) Register indirect and register update
• 4 is added to the register value

 the value in the register before update specifies the address
 (can be specified only with the LD  instruction).

• 4 is added to the register value
  the value in the register after update specifies address
  (can be specified only with the ST instruction).

• 4 is subtracted to the register value
 the value in the register after update specifies address
 (can be specified only with the ST instruction).

When accessing halfword and word size data, it is necessary to specify the address on the halfword
boundary or the word boundary (Halfword size should be such that the low-order 2 bits of the address are
"00" or "10", and word size should be such that the low order 2 bits of the address are "00"). If an unaligned
address is specified, an address exception occurs.
When accessing byte data or halfword data with load instructions, the high-order bits are sign-extended or
zero-extended to 32 bits, and loaded to a register.
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2.1.2 Transfer instructions
The transfer instructions carry out data transfers between registers or a register and an immediate value.

LD24 Load 24-bit immediate
LDI Load immediate
MV Move register
MVFC Move from control register
MVTC Move to control register
SETH Set high-order 16-bit

2.1.3 Operation instructions
Compare, arithmetic/logic operation, multiply and divide, and shift are carried out between registers.

• compare instructions
CMP Compare
CMPI Compare immediate
CMPU Compare unsigned
CMPUI Compare unsigned immediate

• arithmetic operation instructions
ADD Add
ADD3 Add 3-operand
ADDI Add immediate
ADDV Add with overflow checking
ADDV3 Add 3-operand with overflow checking
ADDX Add with carry
NEG Negate
SUB Subtract
SUBV Subtract with overflow checking
SUBX Subtract with borrow

2.1 Instruction set overview
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• logic operation instructions
AND AND
AND3 AND 3-operand
NOT Logical NOT
OR OR
OR3 OR 3-operand
XOR Exclusive OR
XOR3 Exclusive OR 3-operand

• multiply/divide instructions
DIV Divide
DIVU Divide unsigned
MUL Multiply
REM Remainder
REMU Remainder unsigned

• shift instructions
SLL Shift left logical
SLL3 Shift left logical 3-operand
SLLI Shift left logical immediate
SRA Shift right arithmetic
SRA3 Shift right arithmetic 3-operand
SRAI Shift right arithmetic immediate
SRL Shift right logical
SRL3 Shift right logical 3-operand
SRLI Shift right logical immediate

2.1 Instruction set overview
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2.1.4 Branch instructions
The branch instructions are used to change the program flow.

BC Branch on C-bit
BEQ Branch on equal
BEQZ Branch on equal zero
BGEZ Branch on greater than or equal zero
BGTZ Branch on greater than zero
BL Branch and link
BLEZ Branch on less than or equal zero
BLTZ Branch on less than zero
BNC Branch on not C-bit
BNE Branch on not equal
BNEZ Branch on not equal zero
BRA Branch
JL Jump and link
JMP Jump
NOP No operation

Only a word-aligned (word boundary) address can be specified for the branch address.
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The addressing mode of the BRA , BL , BC  and BNC  instructions can specify an 8-bit or 24-bit immediate
value. The addressing mode of the BEQ , BNE , BEQZ, BNEZ, BLTZ , BGEZ, BLEZ , and BGTZ instructions
can specify a 16-bit immediate value.
In the JMP  and JL  instructions, the register value becomes the branch address. However, the low-order
2-bit value of the register is ignored. In other branch instructions, (PC value of branch instruction) + (sign-
extended and 2 bits left-shifted immediate value) becomes the branch address. However, the low order
2-bit value of the address becomes "00" when addition is carried out. For example, refer to Figure 2.1.1.
When instruction A or B is a branch instruction, branching to instruction G, the immediate value of either
instruction A or B becomes 4.
Simultaneous with execution of branching by the JL  or BL  instructions for subroutine calls, the PC value
of the return address is stored in R14. The low-order 2-bit value of the address stored in R14 (PC value
of the branch instruction + 4 ) is always cleared to "0".  For example, refer to Figure 2.1.1. If an
instruction A or B is a JL  or BL  instruction, the return address becomes that of the instruction C.

H'00

H'04

H'08

H'0C

H'10

instruction A instruction B

instruction C instruction D

instruction E

instruction F

instruction G instruction H

address +0 +1 +2 +3

1 word (32 bits)

branch instruction

Fig. 2.1.1 Branch addresses of branch instruction
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2.1.5 EIT-related instructions
The EIT-related instructions carry out the EIT events (Exception, Interrupt and Trap). Trap initiation and
return from EIT are EIT-related instructions.

TRAP Trap
RTE Return from EIT

2.1.6 DSP function instructions
The DSP function instructions carry out multiplication of 32 bits x 16 bits and 16 bits x 16 bits or multiply
and add operation; there are also instructions to round off data in the accumulator and carry out transfer
of data between the accumulator and a general-purpose register.

MACHI Multiply-accumulate high-order halfwords
MACLO Multiply-accumulate low-order halfwords
MACWHI Multiply-accumulate word and high-order halfword
MACWLO Multiply-accumulate word and low-order halfword
MULHI Multiply high-order halfwords
MULLO Multiply low-order halfwords
MULWHI Multiply word and high-order halfword
MULWLO Multiply word and low-order halfword
MVFACHI Move from accumulator high-order word
MVFACLO Move from accumulator low-order word
MVFACMI Move from accumulator middle-order word
MVTACHI Move to accumulator high-order word
MVTACLO Move to accumulator low-order word
RAC Round accumulator
RACH Round accumulator halfword
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Fig. 2.1.2 DSP function instruction operation 1 (multiply, multiply and accumulate)

Rsrc1
0 15 16 31

H

ACC

0 63

L

0 15 16 31

H L

x

x

MULLO instructionMULHI instruction

Rsrc2

Rsrc1
0 31

ACC

0 63

0 15 16 31

H L

x

x
MULWLO instructionMULWHI instruction

Rsrc2

32 bits

Rsrc1
0 15 16 31

H L

0 15 16 31

H L

x

x

MACLO instructionMACHI instruction

Rsrc2

ACC

0 63

+

+

0 63

Rsrc1
0 31

32 bits

0 15 16 31

H L

x

x

MACWLO instructionMACWHI instruction

Rsrc2

ACC

0 63

+

+

0 63

ACC

ACC

Note. The location in the accumulator of the result and the appropriate sign extension are performed 
          in the execution of the DSP function instruction. Refer to Chapter 3 for details.
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ACC

0 63

sign 0

RAC instruction

ACC

0 63

sign 0

RACH instruction

< word size round off > < halfword size round off >

datadata

0 63 0 63

Note. The actual operation is processed in two steps. 
          Refer to Chapter 3 for details.

Fig. 2.1.3 DSP function instruction operation 2 (round off)

Rdest

0 31

ACC

0 6315 16 31 32 47 48

MVFACHI
 instruction

Rsrc

0 31

ACC

0 6331 32

MVFACLO 
instruction

MVFACMI instruction

MVTACLO 
instruction

MVTACHI 
instruction

Fig. 2.1.4 DSP function instruction operation 3 (transfer between accumulator and register)
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2.2 Instruction format
There are two major instruction formats: two 16-bit instructions packed together within a word boundary, and
a single 32-bit instruction (see Fig. 2.2.1).  Figure 2.2.2 shows the instruction format of M32R family.

 16-bit instruction A

+ 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

1 word

32-bit instruction

address

1 word

+ 0 + 1 + 2 + 3address

 16-bit instruction B

Fig. 2.2.1 16-bit instruction and 32-bit instruction

< 16-bit instruction >

op1 R1 R2op2

op1 R1 c

op1 cond c

op1 R1 R2op2 c

op1 R1 R2op2 c

op1 R1 c

op1 cond c

< 32-bit instruction >

R1 = R1   op   R2

R1 = R1   op   c

Branch (Short Displacement)

R1 = R1   op   c

Branch

Compare and Branch

R1 = R2   op   c

Fig. 2.2.2 Instruction format of M32R family
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The MSB (Most Significant Bit) of a 32-bit instruction is always "1".
The MSB of a 16-bit instruction in the high-order halfword is always "0" (instruction A in Figure 2.2.3),
however the processing of the following 16-bit instruction depends on the MSB of the instruction.
In Figure 2.2.3, if the MSB of the instruction B is "0", instructions A and B are executed sequentially; B is
executed after A. If the MSB of the instruction B is "1", instructions A and B are executed in parallel.
The current implementation allows only the NOP instruction as instruction B for parallel execution. The MSB
of the NOP instruction used for word arraignment adjustment is changed to "1" automatically by a standard
Mitsubishi assembler, then the M32R can execute this instruction without requiring any clock cycles.

16-bit instruction A 16-bit instruction B

32-bit instruction

0

16-bit instruction A 16-bit instruction B0 1

0 [instruction A] --> [instruction B] sequential

< instruction execution sequence >MSB

1

1111 0000 0000 000016-bit instruction A0

0111 0000 0000 0000
inserted by assembler

32-bit instruction1

MSB

NOP instruction whose MSB is changed to "1"

NOP instruction

[instruction A] & [instruction B] parallel

[instruction A] & [NOP] parallel

Fig. 2.2.3 Processing of 16-bit instructions
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Table 3.1.2 Operation expression (operator)

operator meaning

+ addition (binomial operator)

– subtraction (binomial operator)

✽ multiplication (binomial operator)

3.1 Conventions for instruction description
Conventions for instruction description are summarized below.

[Mnemonic]
Shows the mnemonic and possible operands (operation target) using assembly language notation.

Table 3.1.1 Operand list

symbol addressing mode operation target

(see note)

R register direct general-purpose registers (R0 - R15)

CR control register control registers (CR0 = PSW, CR1 = CBR, CR2 = SPI,

CR3 = SPU, CR6 = BPC)

@R register indirect memory specified by register contents as address

@(disp, R) register relative indirect memory specified by (register contents) + (sign-extended value of

16-bit displacement) as address

@R+ register indirect and 4 is added to register contents (memory specified by register

register update contents before update as address)

@+R register indirect and 4 is added to register contents (memory specified by register contents

register update after update as address)

@–R register indirect and 4 is subtracted from register contents (memory specified by register

register update contents after update as address)

#imm immediate immediate value (refer to each instruction description)

pcdisp PC relative memory specified by (PC contents) + (8, 16, or 24-bit displacement

which is sign-extended to 32 bits and 2 bits left-shifted) as address

Note. When expressing Rsrc or Rdest as an operand, a general-purpose register numbers (0 - 15) should
be substituted for src or dest. When expressing CRsrc or CRdest, control register numbers (0 - 3, 6)
should be substituted for src or dest.

[Function]
Indicates the operation performed by one instruction. Notation is in accordance with  C language notation.

3.1 Conventions for instruction description
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Table 3.1.3 Operation expression (operator) (cont.)

operator meaning

/ division (binomial operator)

% remainder operation (binomial operator)

++ increment (monomial operator)

– – decrement (monomial operator)

– sign invert (monomial operator)

= substitute right side into left side (substitute operator)

+= adds right and left variables and substitute into left side (substitute operator)

–= subtract right variable from left variable and substitute into left side (substitute operator)

> greater than (relational operator)

< less than (relational operator)

>= greater than or equal to (relational operator)

<= less than or equal to (relational operator)

== equal (relational operator)

!= not equal (relational operator)

&& AND (logical operator)

|| OR (logical operator)

! NOT (logical operator)

?: execute a conditional expression (conditional operator)

Table 3.1.4  Operation expression (bit operator)

operator meaning

<< bits are left-shifted

>> bits are right-shifted

& bit product (AND)

| bit sum (OR)

^ bit exclusive or (EXOR)

~ bit  invert

Table 3.1.5 Data type

expression type sign bit length range

char integer yes 8 –128 to +127

short integer yes 16 –32,768 to +32,767

int integer yes 32 –2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647

unsigned char integer no 8 0 to 255

unsigned short integer no 16 0 to 655,535

unsigned int integer no 32 0 to 4,294,967,295

signed64bit integer yes 64 signed 64-bit integer (with accumulator)

3.1 Conventions for instruction description
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[Description]
Describes the operation performed by the instruction and any condition bit change.

[EIT occurrence]
Shows possible EIT events (Exception, Interrupt, Trap) which may occur as the result of the instruction's
execution. Only address exception (AE) and trap (TRAP) may result from an instruction execution.

[Instruction format]
Shows the bit level instruction pattern (16 bits or 32 bits). Source and/or destination register numbers are
put in the src and dest fields as appropriate. Any immediate or displacement value is put in the imm or
disp field,  its maximum size being determined by the width of the field provided for the particular instruction.
Refer to 2.2 Instruction format for detail.

3.1 Conventions for instruction description
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3.2 Instruction description

3.2 Instruction description
This section lists M32R family instructions in alphabetical order. Each page is laid out as shown below.

3

ADD arithmetic oper

Add

[Mnemonic]

[Function]

[Description]

[EIT occurrence]

[Instruction format]

Add  Rdest,Rsrc

Add
  Rdest =  Rdest  + Rsrc;

None

Add  Rde0000 dest 1010 src

instruction function
(expression corresponds to 
 C language method)

instruction description 
and effect on condition bit (C)

EIT events which may 
occur when this 
instruction is executed

16- or 32-bit instruction format

instruction mnemonic

instruction name
(instruction type and 
  full name are in center)

ADD adds Rsrc to Rdest and puts the result in

The condition bit (C) is unchanged.
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3.2 Instruction description

ADD arithmetic/logic operation
Add ADD

[Mnemonic]

ADD  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Add
Rdest = Rdest + Rsrc;

[Description]

ADD adds Rsrc to Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 1010 src ADD Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

ADD3 arithmetic operation instruction
Add 3-operand ADD3

[Mnemonic]

ADD3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Add
Rdest = Rsrc + ( signed short ) imm16;

[Description]

ADD3 adds the 16-bit immediate value to Rsrc and puts the result in Rdest. The immediate
value is sign-extended to 32 bits before the operation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1010dest1000 src imm16

ADD3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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3.2 Instruction description

ADDI arithmetic operation instruction
Add immediate ADDI

[Mnemonic]

ADDI  Rdest,#imm8

[Function]

Add
Rdest = Rdest + ( signed char ) imm8;

[Description]

ADDI adds the 8-bit immediate value to Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
The immediate value is sign-extended to 32 bits before the operation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

imm8dest0100 ADDI Rdest,#imm8
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3.2 Instruction description

ADDV arithmetic operation instruction
Add with overflow checking ADDV

[Mnemonic]

ADDV   Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Add
Rdest = ( signed ) Rdest + ( signed ) Rsrc;
C = overflow  ?  1 : 0;

[Description]

ADDV adds Rsrc to Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is set when the addition results in overflow; otherwise it is cleared.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 1000 src ADDV Rdest,Rsrc
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ADDV3 ADDV3arithmetic operation instruction
Add 3-operand with overflow checking

[Mnemonic]

ADDV3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Add
Rdest = ( signed ) Rsrc + ( signed ) ( ( signed short ) imm16 );
C = overflow  ?  1 : 0;

[Description]

ADDV3 adds the 16-bit immediate value to Rsrc and puts the result in Rdest. The immediate
value is sign-extended to 32 bits before it is added to Rsrc.
The condition bit (C) is set when the addition results in overflow; otherwise it is cleared.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1000 imm16src1000

ADDV3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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3.2 Instruction description

ADDX arithmetic operation instruction
Add with carry ADDX

[Mnemonic]

ADDX  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Add
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rdest + ( unsigned ) Rsrc + C;
C = carry_out  ?  1 : 0;

[Description]

ADDX adds Rsrc and C to Rdest, and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is set when the addition result cannot be represented by a 32-bit unsigned
integer; otherwise it is cleared.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1001dest0000 src ADDX Rdest,Rsrc
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logic operation instruction
ANDAND AND

[Mnemonic]

AND  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Logical AND
Rdest = Rdest & Rsrc;

[Description]

AND computes the logical AND of the corresponding bits of Rdest and Rsrc and puts the result
in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

11000000 srcdest AND Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

AND3AND3
[Mnemonic]

AND3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Logical AND
Rdest = Rsrc & ( unsigned short ) imm16;

[Description]

AND3 computes the logical AND of the corresponding bits of Rsrc and the 16-bit immediate
value, which is zero-extended to 32 bits, and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

logic operation instruction
AND 3-operand

dest1000 src1100 imm16

AND3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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BC BCbranch instruction
Branch on C-bit

[Mnemonic]

➀   BC  pcdisp8

➁   BC  pcdisp24

[Function]

Branch
➀   if ( C==1 )  PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed char ) pcdisp8 ) << 2 );
➁   if ( C==1 )  PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( sign_extend ( pcdisp24 ) << 2 );

where
#define  sign_extend(x)    ( ( ( signed ) ( (x)<< 8 ) ) >>8 )

[Description]

BC causes a branch to the specified label when the condition bit (C) is 1.
There are two instruction formats; which allows software, such as an assembler, to decide on
the better format.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

11001111

11000111 pcdisp8

pcdisp24

BC  pcdisp8

BC  pcdisp24
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3.2 Instruction description

BEQ BEQbranch instruction
Branch on equal

[Mnemonic]

BEQ  Rsrc1,Rsrc2,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ( Rsrc1 == Rsrc2 )   PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed short ) pcdisp16 ) << 2);

[Description]

BEQ causes a branch to the specified label when Rsrc1 is equal to Rsrc2.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 src1 0000 src2 pcdisp16

BEQ  Rsrc1,Rsrc2,pcdisp16
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BEQZ BEQZbranch instruction
Branch on equal zero

[Mnemonic]

BEQZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ( Rsrc == 0 )   PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed short ) pcdisp16 ) << 2);

[Description]

BEQZ causes a branch to the specified label when Rsrc is equal to zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 0000 1000 src pcdisp16

BEQZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16
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3.2 Instruction description

BGEZ BGEZbranch instruction
Branch on greater than or equal zero

[Mnemonic]

BGEZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ( (signed) Rsrc >= 0 )   PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed short ) pcdisp16 ) << 2);

[Description]

BGEZ causes a branch to the specified label when Rsrc treated as a signed 32-bit value is
greater than or equal to zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 0000 1011 src pcdisp16

BGEZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16
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BGTZ BGTZbranch instruction
Branch on greater than zero

[Mnemonic]

BGTZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ((signed) Rsrc > 0) PC = (PC & 0xfffffffc) + ( ( (signed short) pcdisp16 ) << 2);

[Description]

BGTZ causes a branch to the specified label when Rsrc treated as a signed 32-bit value is
greater than zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 0000 1101 src pcdisp16

BGTZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16
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3.2 Instruction description

BL BLbranch instruction
Branch and link

[Mnemonic]

➀   BL  pcdisp8

➁   BL  pcdisp24

[Function]

Subroutine call (PC relative)
➀   R14 = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + 4;

PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed char ) pcdisp8 ) << 2 );
➁   R14 = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + 4;

PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( sign_extend ( pcdisp24 ) << 2 );
where
#define  sign_extend(x) ( ( ( signed ) ( (x)<< 8 ) ) >>8 )

[Description]

BL causes an unconditional branch to the address specified by the label and puts the return
address in R14.
There are two instruction formats; this allows software, such as an assembler, to decide on the
better format.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

11101111

11100111 pcdisp8

pcdisp24

BL  pcdisp8

BL  pcdisp24
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BLEZ BLEZbranch instruction
Branch on less than or equal zero

[Mnemonic]

BLEZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ((signed) Rsrc <= 0)   PC = (PC & 0xfffffffc) + (((signed short) pcdisp16) << 2);

[Description]

BLEZ causes a branch to the specified label when the contents of Rsrc treated as a signed 32-
bit value, is less than or equal to zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 0000 1100 src pcdisp16

BLEZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16
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3.2 Instruction description

BLTZ BLTZbranch instruction
Branch on less than zero

[Mnemonic]

BLTZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ((signed) Rsrc < 0)   PC = (PC & 0xfffffffc) + (((signed short) pcdisp16) << 2);

[Description]

BLTZ causes a branch to the specified label when Rsrc treated as a signed 32-bit value is less
than zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 0000 1010 src pcdisp16

BLTZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16
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BNC BNCbranch instruction
Branch on not C-bit

[Mnemonic]

➀   BNC  pcdisp8

➁   BNC  pcdisp24

[Function]

Branch
➀   if (C==0)  PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed char ) pcdisp8 ) << 2 );
➁   if (C==0)  PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( sign_extend ( pcdisp24 ) << 2 );

where
#define  sign_extend(x) ( ( ( signed ) ( (x)<< 8 ) ) >>8 )

[Description]

BNC branches to the specified label when the condition bit (C) is 0.
There are two instruction formats; this allows software, such as an assembler, to decide on the
better format.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

11011111

11010111 pcdisp8

pcdisp24

BNC  pcdisp8

BNC  pcdisp24
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3.2 Instruction description

BNE BNEbranch instruction
Branch on not equal

[Mnemonic]

BNE  Rsrc1,Rsrc2,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ( Rsrc1 != Rsrc2 ) PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ((( signed short ) pcdisp16) << 2);

[Description]

BNE causes a branch to the specified label when Rsrc1 is not equal to Rsrc2.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 src1 0001 src2 pcdisp16

BNE  Rsrc1,Rsrc2,pcdisp16
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BNEZ branch instruction
Branch on not equal zero BNEZ

[Mnemonic]

BNEZ  Rsrc,pcdisp16

[Function]

Branch
if ( Rsrc != 0 )   PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed short ) pcdisp16 ) << 2);

[Description]

BNEZ causes a branch to the specified label when Rsrc is not equal to zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1011 0000 1001 src pcdisp16

BNEZ Rsrc,pcdisp16
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3.2 Instruction description

BRA BRAbranch instruction
Branch

[Mnemonic]

➀   BRA  pcdisp8

➁   BRA  pcdisp24

[Function]

Branch
➀   PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( ( ( signed char ) pcdisp8 ) << 2 );
➁   PC = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + ( sign_extend ( pcdisp24 ) << 2 );

where
#define  sign_extend(x) ( ( ( signed ) ( (x)<< 8 ) ) >>8 )

[Description]

BRA causes an unconditional branch to the address specified by the label.
There are two instruction formats; this allows software, such as an assembler, to decide on the
better format.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

11111111

11110111

BRA  pcdisp24

pcdisp8

pcdisp24

BRA  pcdisp8
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CMP compare instruction
Compare CMP

[Mnemonic]

CMP  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Compare
C = ( ( signed ) Rsrc1  <  ( signed ) Rsrc2 )  ?  1:0;

[Description]

The condition bit (C) is set to 1 when Rsrc1 is less than Rsrc2.  The operands are treated as
signed 32-bit values.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

src10000 0100 src2 CMP  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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3.2 Instruction description

CMPICMPI compare instruction
Compare immediate

[Mnemonic]

CMPI  Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Compare
C = ( ( signed ) Rsrc  <  ( signed short ) imm16 )  ?  1:0;

[Description]

The condition bit (C) is set when Rsrc is less than 16-bit immediate value.  The operands are
treated as signed 32-bit values. The immediate value is sign-extended to 32-bit before the
operation.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1000 0000 0100 src imm16

CMPI  Rsrc,#imm16
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compare instruction
Compare unsignedCMPU CMPU

[Mnemonic]

CMPU  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Compare
C = ( ( unsigned ) Rsrc1  <  ( unsigned ) Rsrc2 )  ?  1:0;

[Description]

The condition bit (C) is set when Rsrc1 is less than Rsrc2. The operands are treated as unsigned
32-bit values.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

src10000 0101 src2 CMPU  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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3.2 Instruction description

compare instruction
Compare unsigned immediate CMPUICMPUI

[Mnemonic]

CMPUI  Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Compare
C = ( ( unsigned ) Rsrc  <  ( unsigned ) ( ( signed short ) imm16 ) )  ?  1:0;

[Description]

The condition bit (C) is set when Rsrc is less than the 16-bit immediate value. The operands are treated
as unsigned 32-bit values.  The immediate value is sign-extended to 32-bit before the operation.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

1000 0000 0101 src imm16

CMPUI Rsrc,#imm16
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DIV multiply and divide instruction
Divide DIV

[Mnemonic]

DIV  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Signed division
Rdest = ( signed ) Rdest  /  ( signed ) Rsrc;

[Description]

DIV divides Rdest by Rsrc and puts the quotient in Rdest.
The operands are treated as signed 32-bit values and the result is rounded toward zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.
When Rsrc is zero, Rdest is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001 src0000 00000000 00000000

DIV  Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

DIVU DIVUmultiply and divide instruction
Divide unsigned

[Mnemonic]

DIVU  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Unsigned division
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rdest  /  ( unsigned ) Rsrc;

[Description]

DIVU divides Rdest by Rsrc and puts the quotient in Rdest.
The operands are treated as unsigned 32-bit values and the result is rounded toward zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.
When Rsrc is zero, Rdest is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001 src0001 00000000 00000000

DIVU  Rdest,Rsrc
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JL JLbranch instruction
Jump and link

[Mnemonic]

JL  Rsrc

[Function]

Subroutine call (register direct)
R14 = ( PC & 0xfffffffc ) + 4;
PC = Rsrc  & 0xfffffffc;

[Description]

JL causes an unconditional jump to the address specified by Rsrc and puts the return address
in R14.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

11100001 src1100 JL  Rsrc
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JMP JMPbranch instruction
Jump

[Mnemonic]

JMP  Rsrc

[Function]

Jump
PC = Rsrc  & 0xfffffffc;

[Description]

JMP causes an unconditional jump to the address specified by Rsrc.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

11110001 1100 src JMP  Rsrc
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LD load/store instruction
Load LD

[Mnemonic]

➀   LD  Rdest,@Rsrc

➁   LD  Rdest,@Rsrc+
➂   LD  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)

[Function]

Load
➀   Rdest = *( int *) Rsrc;
➁   Rdest = *( int *) Rsrc,  Rsrc += 4;
➂   Rdest = *( int *) ( Rsrc + ( signed short ) disp16 );

[Description]

➀ The contents of the memory at the address specified by Rsrc are loaded into Rdest.
➁ The contents of the memory at the address specified by Rsrc are loaded into Rdest.

Rsrc is post incremented by 4.
➂ The contents of the memory at the address specified by Rsrc combined with the 16-

bit displacement are loaded into Rdest.
The displacement value is sign-extended to 32 bits before the address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

Address exception (AE)

[Encoding]

dest0010

dest1010

dest0010

1100 src

1110 src

1100 src disp16

LD  Rdest,@Rsrc

LD  Rdest,@Rsrc+

LD  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)
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3.2 Instruction description

LD24 load/store instruction
Load 24-bit immediate LD24

[Mnemonic]

LD24  Rdest,#imm24

[Function]

Load
Rdest = imm24 & 0x00ffffff;

[Description]

LD24 loads the 24-bit immediate value into Rdest. The immediate value is zero-extended to 32
bits.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1110 imm24

LD24  Rdest,#imm24
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load/store instruction
Load byte LDB

[Mnemonic]

➀   LDB  Rdest,@Rsrc

➁   LDB  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)

[Function]

Load
➀   Rdest = *( signed char *) Rsrc;
➁   Rdest = *( signed char *) ( Rsrc + ( signed short ) disp16 );

[Description]

➀ LDB sign-extends the byte data of the memory at the address specified by Rsrc and loads
it into Rdest.

➁ LDB sign-extends the byte data of the memory at the address specified by Rsrc combined
with the 16-bit displacement, and loads it into Rdest.
The displacement value is sign-extended to 32 bits before the address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

LDB

dest1010

dest0010 1000 src

1000 src disp16

LDB  Rdest,@Rsrc

LDB  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)
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3.2 Instruction description

LDH LDHload/store instruction
Load halfword

[Mnemonic]

➀   LDH  Rdest,@Rsrc

➁   LDH  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)

[Function]

Load
➀   Rdest = *( signed short *) Rsrc;
➁   Rdest = *( signed short *) ( Rsrc + ( signed short ) disp16 );

[Description]

➀ LDH sign-extends the halfword data of the memory at the address specified by Rsrc and
loads it into Rdest.

➁ LDH sign-extends the halfword data of the memory at the address specified by Rsrc combined
with the 16-bit displacement, and loads it into Rdest.
The displacement value is sign-extended to 32 bits before the address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

Address exception (AE)

[Encoding]

dest1010

dest0010 1010 src

1010 src disp16

LDH  Rdest,@Rsrc

LDH  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)
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LDI transfer instruction
Load immediate LDI

[Mnemonic]

➀   LDI  Rdest,#imm8

➁   LDI  Rdest,#imm16

[Function]

Load
➀   Rdest = ( signed char ) imm8;
➁   Rdest = ( signed short ) imm16;

[Description]

➀ LDI loads the 8-bit immediate value into Rdest.
The immediate value is sign-extended to 32 bits.

➁ LDI loads the 16-bit immediate value into Rdest.
The immediate value is sign-extended to 32 bits.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001

dest0110

1111 0000

imm8

imm16

LDI  Rdest,#imm8

LDI  Rdest,#imm16
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LDUBLDUB
[Mnemonic]

➀   LDUB  Rdest,@Rsrc

➁   LDUB  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)

[Function]

Load
➀   Rdest = *( unsigned char *) Rsrc;
➁   Rdest = *( unsigned char *) ( Rsrc + ( signed short ) disp16 );

[Description]

➀ LDUB zero-extends the byte data from the memory at the address specified by Rsrc and loads
it into Rdest.

➁ LDUB zero-extends the byte data of the memory at the address specified  by Rsrc combined
with the 16-bit displacement, and loads it into Rdest.
The displacement value is sign-extended to 32 bits before address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

load/store instruction
Load unsigned byte

dest1010

dest0010 1001 src

1001 src disp16

LDUB  Rdest,@Rsrc

LDUB  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)
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LDUH LDUHload/store instruction
Load unsigned halfword

[Mnemonic]

➀   LDUH  Rdest,@Rsrc

➁   LDUH  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)

[Function]

Load
➀   Rdest = *( unsigned short *) Rsrc;
➁   Rdest = *( unsigned short *) ( Rsrc + ( signed short ) disp16 );

[Description]

➀ LDUH zero-extends the halfword data from the memory at the address specified by Rsrc and
loads it into Rdest.

➁ LDUH zero-extends the halfword data in memory at the address specified by Rsrc combined
with the 16-bit displacement, and loads it into Rdest.
The displacement value is sign-extended to 32 bits before the address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

Address exception (AE)

[Encoding]

dest1010

dest0010 1011 src

1011 src disp16

LDUH  Rdest,@Rsrc

LDUH  Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc)
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LOCK LOCKload/store instruction
Load locked

[Mnemonic]

LOCK  Rdest,@Rsrc

[Function]

Load locked
LOCK = 1,  Rdest = *( int *) Rsrc;

[Description]

The contents of the word at the memory location specified by Rsrc are loaded into Rdest. The
condition bit (C) is unchanged.
This instruction sets the LOCK bit in addition to simple loading.
When the LOCK bit is 1, external bus master access is not accepted.
The LOCK bit is cleared by executing the UNLOCK  instruction.
The LOCK bit is internal to the CPU and cannot be accessed directly except by using the LOCK
or UNLOCK  instructions.

[EIT occurrence]

Address exception (AE)

[Encoding]

dest0010 src1101 LOCK  Rdest,@Rsrc
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[Mnemonic]

MACHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply and add
accumulator += (( signed) (Rsrc1 & 0xffff0000) * (signed short) (Rsrc2 >> 16));

[Description]

MACHI multiplies the high-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and the high-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, then adds
the result to the low-order 56 bits in the accumulator.
The LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with bit 47 in the accumulator, and the portion
corresponding to bits 8 through 15 of the accumulator is sign-extended before addition. The
result of the addition is stored in the accumulator. The high-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and Rsrc2
are treated as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MACHIMACHI DSP function instruction
Multiply-accumulate
high-order halfword

src10011 src20100 MACHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

Rsrc1high-order 16 bits

Rsrc2high-order 16 bitsx

0 15 16 31

0 Result of the multiplication

Value in accumulator before the
execution of the MACHI instruction

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MACHI instruction

Sign extension

Sign extension

+

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 637 8
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3.2 Instruction description

[Mnemonic]

MACLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply and add
accumulator +=  (  ( signed ) ( Rsrc1 << 16 ) * ( signed short ) Rsrc2  ) ;

[Description]

MACLO multiplies the low-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and the low-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, then adds
the result to the low order 56 bits in the accumulator.
The LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with bit 47 in the accumulator, and the portion
corresponding to bits 8 through 15 of the accumulator is sign-extended before addition. The
result of the addition is stored in the accumulator.  The low-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and Rsrc2
are treated as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MACLO MACLODSP function instruction
Multiply-accumulate
low-order halfword

Rsrc1low-order 16 bits

Rsrc2low-order 16 bitsx

0 15 16 31

0

+

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 637 8

Result of the multiplication

Value in accumulator before the
execution of the MACLO instruction

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MACLO instruction

Sign extension

Sign extension

src10011 src20101 MACLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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[Mnemonic]

MACWHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply and add
accumulator += ( ( signed )  Rsrc1 * ( signed short ) ( Rsrc2 >> 16 ) );

[Description]

MACWHI multiplies the 32 bits of Rsrc1 and the high-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, then adds the result
to the low-order 56 bits in the accumulator.
The LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with the LSB of the accumulator, and the portion
corresponding to bits 8 through 15 of the accumulator is sign extended before addition.  The
result of addition is stored in the accumulator. The 32 bits of Rsrc1 and the high-order 16 bits
of Rsrc2 are treated as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MACWHI MACWHIDSP function instruction
Multiply-accumulate word
and high-order halfword

high-order 16 bits

Rsrc132 bits

Rsrc2x

0 15 16 31

+

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 637 8

Result of the multiplication

Value in accumulator before the
execution of the MACWHI instruction

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MACWHI instruction

Sign extension

Sign extension

src10011 src20110 MACWHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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3.2 Instruction description

[Mnemonic]

MACWLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply and add
accumulator +=  (  ( signed ) Rsrc1 * ( signed short ) Rsrc2  ) ;

[Description]

MACWLO multiplies the 32 bits of Rsrc1 and the low-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, then adds the result
to the low-order 56 bits in the accumulator.
The LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with the LSB of the accumulator, and the portion
corresponding to bits 8 through 15 of the accumulator is sign-extended before the addition.  The
result of the addition is stored in the accumulator. The 32 bits Rsrc1 and the low-order 16 bits
of Rsrc2 are treated as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MACWLO MACWLODSP function instruction
Multiply-accumulate

word and low-order halfword

Rsrc132 bits

Rsrc2low-order 16 bitsx

0 15 16 31

+

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 637 8

Result of the multiplication

Value in accumulator before the
execution of the MACWLO instruction

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MACWLO instruction

Sign extension

Sign extension

src10011 src20111 MACWLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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MUL MULmultiply and divide instruction
Multiply

[Mnemonic]

MUL  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Multiply
{  signed64bit tmp;
tmp = ( signed64bit ) Rdest * ( signed64bit ) Rsrc;
Rdest = ( int ) tmp;}

[Description]

MUL multiplies Rdest by Rsrc and puts the result in Rdest.
The operands are treated as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.  The contents of the accumulator are destroyed by this
instruction.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0001 src0110 MUL  Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

[Mnemonic]

MULHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply
accumulator = (( signed) (Rsrc1 & 0xffff000 ) * (signed short) (Rsrc2 >> 16));

[Description]

MULHI multiplies the high-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and the high-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, and stores
the result in the accumulator.
However, the LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with bit 47 in the accumulator, and the
portion corresponding to bits 0 through 15 of the accumulator is sign-extended.  Bits 48 through
63 of the accumulator are cleared to 0.  The high-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and Rsrc2 are treated
as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MULHI MULHIDSP function instruction
Multiply high-order halfwords

Rsrc1high-order 16 bits

Rsrc2high-order 16 bitsx

0 15 16 31

0

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 63

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MALHI instruction

Sign extension

src10011 src20000 MULHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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[Mnemonic]

MULLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply
accumulator = (  ( signed ) ( Rsrc1 << 16 ) * ( signed short )  Rsrc2  );

[Description]

MULLO multiplies the low-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and the low-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, and stores
the result in the accumulator.
The LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with bit 47 in the accumulator, and the portion
corresponding to bits 0 through 15 of the accumulator is sign extended.  Bits 48 through 63 of
the accumulator are cleared to 0.  The low-order 16 bits of Rsrc1 and Rsrc2 are treated as
signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MULLO DSP function instruction
Multiply low-order halfwords MULLO

src10011 src20001 MULLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

Rsrc1

Rsrc2x

0 15 16 31

low-order 16 bits

0

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 63

low-order 16 bits

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MULLO instruction

Sign extension
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3.2 Instruction description

[Mnemonic]

MULWHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply
accumulator = ( ( signed )  Rsrc1 * ( signed short ) ( Rsrc2 >> 16 ) );

[Description]

MULWHI multiplies the 32 bits of Rsrc1 and the high-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, and stores the result
in the accumulator.
The LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with the LSB of the accumulator, and the portion
corresponding to bits 0 through 15 of the accumulator is sign-extended.  The 32 bits of Rsrc1
and high-order 16 bits of Rsrc2 are treated as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MULWHI MULWHIDSP  function instruction
Multiply word

and high-order halfword

Rsrc132 bits

Rsrc2x

0 15 16 31

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 63

high-order 16 bits

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MULWHI instruction

Sign extension

src10011 src20010 MULWHI  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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[Mnemonic]

MULWLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2

[Function]

Multiply
accumulator = ( ( signed )  Rsrc1 * ( signed short )  Rsrc2  );

[Description]

MULWLO multiplies the 32 bits of Rsrc1 and the low-order 16 bits of Rsrc2, and stores the result
in the accumulator.
The LSB of the multiplication result is aligned with the LSB of the accumulator, and the portion
corresponding to bits 0 through 15 of the accumulator is sign extended. The 32 bits of Rsrc1
and low-order 16 bits of Rsrc2 are treated as signed values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

MULWLO MULWLODSP fucntion instruction
Multiply word and
low-order halfword

Rsrc1

Rsrc2x

0 15 16 31

0 15 16 31 32 47 48 63

Value in accumulator after the
execution of the MULWLO instruction

Sign extension

low-order 16 bits

32 bits

src10011 src20011 MULWLO  Rsrc1,Rsrc2
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3.2 Instruction description

MV MVtransfer instruction
Move register

[Mnemonic]

MV  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Transfer
Rdest = Rsrc;

[Description]

MV moves Rsrc to Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0001 src1000 MV  Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

MVFACHI MVFACHIDSP function instruction
Move from accumulator

high-order word

[Mnemonic]

MVFACHI  Rdest

[Function]

Transfer from accumulator to register
Rdest = ( int ) ( accumulator >> 32 ) ;

[Description]

MVFACHI moves the high-order 32 bits of the accumulator to Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0101 00001111 MVFACHI  Rdest
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3.2 Instruction description

MVFACLO MVFACLODSP function instruction
Move from accumulator

low-order word

[Mnemonic]

MVFACLO  Rdest

[Function]

Transfer from accumulator to register
Rdest = ( int )  accumulator ;

[Description]

MVFACLO moves the low-order 32 bits of the accumulator to Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0101 00011111 MVFACLO  Rdest
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3.2 Instruction description

MVFACMI MVFACMIDSP  function instruction
Move from accumulator

middle-order word

[Mnemonic]

MVFACMI  Rdest

[Function]

Transfer from accumulator to register
Rdest = ( int ) ( accumulator >> 16 ) ;

[Description]

MVFACMI moves bits16 through 47 of the accumulator to Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0101 00101111 MVFACMI  Rdest
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3.2 Instruction description

MVFC MVFCtransfer instruction
Move from control register

[Mnemonic]

MVFC  Rdest,CRsrc

[Function]

Transfer from control register to register
Rdest = CRsrc ;

[Description]

MVFC moves CRsrc to Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0001 src1001 MVFC  Rdest,CRsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

MVTACHI MVTACHIDSP function instruction
Move to accumulator

high-order word

[Mnemonic]

MVTACHI  Rsrc

[Function]

Transfer from register to accumulator
accumulator [ 0 : 31 ] = Rsrc ;

[Description]

MVTACHI moves Rsrc to the high-order 32 bits of the accumulator.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

src0101 00000111 MVTACHI  Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

MVTACLO MVTACLODSP function instruction
Move to accumulator

low-order word

[Mnemonic]

MVTACLO  Rsrc

[Function]

Transfer from register to accumulator
accumulator [ 32 : 63 ] = Rsrc ;

[Description]

MVTACLO moves Rsrc to the low-order 32 bits of the accumulator.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

src0101 00010111 MVTACLO  Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

MVTC MVTCtransfer instruction
Move to control register

[Mnemonic]

MVTC  Rsrc,CRdest

[Function]

Transfer from register to control register
CRdest = Rsrc ;

[Description]

MVTC moves Rsrc to CRdest.
If PSW(CR0) is specified as CRdest, the condition bit (C) is changed; otherwise it is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0001 src1010 MVTC  Rsrc,CRdest
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3.2 Instruction description

NEG NEGarithmetic operation instruction
Negate

[Mnemonic]

NEG  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Negate
Rdest = 0 – Rsrc ;

[Description]

NEG negates (changes the sign of) Rsrc treated as a signed 32-bit value, and puts the result
in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 src0011 NEG  Rdest,Rsrc
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NOPNOP branch instruction
No operation

[Mnemonic]

NOP

[Function]

No operation
/*   */

[Description]

NOP performs no operation. The subsequent instruction then processed.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

00000111 00000000 NOP
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3.2 Instruction description

NOT NOTlogic operation instruction
Logical NOT

[Mnemonic]

NOT  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Logical NOT
Rdest = ~ Rsrc ;

[Description]

NOT inverts each of the bits of Rsrc and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 src1011 NOT  Rdest,Rsrc
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OR ORlogic operation instruction
OR

[Mnemonic]

OR  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Logical OR
Rdest = Rdest  |  Rsrc ;

[Description]

OR computes the logical OR of the corresponding bits of Rdest and Rsrc, and puts the result
in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 OR  Rdest,Rsrcsrc1110
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3.2 Instruction description

OR3 OR3logic operation instruction
OR 3-operand

[Mnemonic]

OR3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Logical OR
Rdest = Rsrc  |  ( unsigned short ) imm16 ;

[Description]

OR3 computes the logical OR of the corresponding bits of Rsrc and the 16-bit immediate value,
which is zero-extended to 32 bits, and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1000 src1110 imm16

OR3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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RAC RACDSP function instruction
Round accumulator

[Mnemonic]

RAC

[Function]

{ signed64bit tmp;
if( 0x0000 3fff ffff 8000 =< accumulator )
    tmp = 0x0000 3fff ffff 8000;
else if( accumulator =< 0xffff c000 0000 0000 )
    tmp = 0xffff c000 0000 0000;
else {
    tmp = accumulator + 0x0000 0000 0000 4000;
    tmp = tmp & 0xffff ffff ffff 8000;}
accumulator = tmp << 1;}

[Description]

RAC rounds the contents in the accumulator to word size and stores the result in the accumulator.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

00000101 00001001 RAC
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[Supplement]

This instruction is executed in two steps as shown below:

<step 1>

<step 2>

The value in the accumulator is altered depending on the value of bits 8 through 63.

if bit 49 is 0 , there is no carry.
if bit 49 is 1 , the bit is carried.
Bits 49 to 63 are cleared (zero).

7F FFFF FFFF FFFF

00 3FFF FFFF 8000positive
value

negative
value

00 3FFF FFFF 7FFF

00 0000 0000 0000

FF BFFF FFFF FFFF
FF C000 0000 0000

80 0000 0000 0000

0Sign extension

1-bit shift to the left

Value in the accumulator after the
execution of the RAC instruction

8 6316 32 48

00 3FFF FFFF 8000
8 63

FF C000 0000 0000
8 63

48 49
8 63

0

48
8 63

0

••••••

••••••

••••

••••

16 32 488 63

16 32 488 6347
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RACH RACHDSP function instruction
Round accumulator halfword

[Mnemonic]

RACH

[Function]

{ signed64bit tmp;
if( 0x0000 3fff 8000 0000 =< accumulator )
    tmp = 0x0000 3fff 8000 0000;
else if( accumulator =< 0xffff c000 0000 0000 )
    tmp = 0xffff c000 0000 0000;
else {
    tmp = accumulator + 0x0000 0000 4000 0000;
    tmp = tmp & 0xffff ffff 8000 0000;}
accumulator = tmp << 1;}

[Description]

RACH rounds the contents in the accumulator to halfword size and stores the result in the
accumulator.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

00000101 00001000 RACH
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3.2 Instruction description

[Supplement]

This instruction is executed in two steps, as shown below.

<step 1>

<step 2>

7F FFFF FFFF FFFF

00 3FFF FFFF 8000
00 3FFF FFFF 7FFF

00 0000 0000 0000

FF BFFF FFFF FFFF
FF C000 0000 0000

80 0000 0000 0000

0

8 6316 32 48

00 3FFF 0000
8 63

FF C000 0000 0000
8 63

32 33
8 63

32
8 63

••••••

••••••

••••

••••

16 32 488 63

16 32 488 6347

8000

0000

00000000

31

00

0

Value in the accumulator is altered depending on the value of bits 8 through 63.

if bit 33 is 0 , there is no carry.
if bit 33 is 1 , the bit is carried.
Bits 33 to 63 are cleared (zero).

positive
value

negative
value

Sign extension

1-bit shift to the left

Value in the accumulator after the
execution of the RACH instruction
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REM REMmultiply and divide instruction
Remainder

[Mnemonic]

REM  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Signed division
Rdest =  ( signed ) Rdest  %  ( signed ) Rsrc ;

[Description]

REM divides Rdest by Rsrc and puts the quotient in Rdest. The operands are treated as signed
32-bit values.
The quotient is rounded toward zero and the quotient takes the same sign as the dividend.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.
When Rsrc is zero, Rdest is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001 src0010 00000000 00000000

REM  Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

REMU REMUmultiply and divide instruction
Remainder unsigned

[Mnemonic]

REMU  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Unsigned division
Rdest =  ( unsigned ) Rdest  %  ( unsigned ) Rsrc ;

[Description]

REMU divides Rdest by Rsrc and puts the quotient in Rdest.
The operands are treated as unsigned 32-bit values.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.
When Rsrc is zero, Rdest is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001 src0011 00000000 00000000

REMU  Rdest,Rsrc
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RTE RTEEIT-related instruction
Return from EIT

[Mnemonic]

RTE

[Function]

Return from EIT
SM = BSM ;
IE = BIE ;
C = BC ;
PC = BPC & 0xfffffffc ;

[Description]

RTE restores the SM, IE and C bits of the PSW from the BSM, BIE and BC bits, and jumps to
the address specified by BPC.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

00000001 01101101 RTE
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3.2 Instruction description

SETH SETHtransfer instruction
Set high-order 16-bit

[Mnemonic]

SETH  Rdest,#imm16

[Function]

Transfer instructions
Rdest = ( short ) imm16 << 16 ;

[Description]

SETH loads the immediate value into the 16 most significant bits of Rdest.
The 16 least significant bits become zero.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1101 00001100

SETH  Rdest,#imm16

imm16
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SLL SLLshift instruction
Shift left logical

[Mnemonic]

SLL  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Logical left shift
Rdest = Rdest  <<  ( Rsrc & 31 ) ;

[Description]

SLL left logical-shifts the contents of Rdest by the number specified by Rsrc, shifting zeroes into
the least significant bits.
Only the five least significant bits of Rsrc are used.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0001 src0100 SLL  Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

SLL3 SLL3shift instruction
Shift left logical 3-operand

[Mnemonic]

SLL3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Logical left shift
Rdest = Rsrc  <<  ( imm16 & 31 ) ;

[Description]

SLL3 left logical-shifts the contents of Rsrc into Rdest by the number specified by the 16-bit
immediate value, shifting zeroes into the least significant bits.
Only the five least significant bits of the 16-bit immediate value are used.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001 src1100 imm16

SLL3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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SLLI SLLIshift instruction
Shift left logical immediate

[Mnemonic]

SLLI  Rdest,#imm5

[Function]

Logical left shift
Rdest = Rdest  <<  imm5 ;

[Description]

SLLI left logical-shifts the contents of Rdest by the number specified by the 5-bit immediate
value, shifting zeroes into the least significant bits.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0101 imm5010 SLLI  Rdest,#imm5
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3.2 Instruction description

SRA SRAshift instruction
Shift right arithmetic

[Mnemonic]

SRA  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Arithmetic right shift
Rdest = ( signed ) Rdest  >>  ( Rsrc & 31 ) ;

[Description]

SRA right arithmetic-shifts the contents of Rdest by the number specified by Rsrc, replicates the
sign bit in the MSB of Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
Only the five least significant bits are used.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0001 src0010 SRA  Rdest,Rsrc
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SRA3 SRA3shift instruction
Shift right arithmetic 3-operand

[Mnemonic]

SRA3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Arithmetic right shift
Rdest = ( signed ) Rsrc  >>  ( imm16 & 31 ) ;

[Description]

SRA3 right arithmetic-shifts the contents of Rsrc into Rdest by the number specified by the 16-
bit immediate value, replicates the sign bit in Rsrc and puts the result in Rdest.
Only the five least significant bits are used.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001 src1010 imm16

SRA3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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3.2 Instruction description

SRAI SRAIshift instruction
Shift right arithmetic immediate

[Mnemonic]

SRAI  Rdest,#imm5

[Function]

Arithmetic right shift
Rdest = ( signed ) Rdest  >> imm5 ;

[Description]

SRAI right arithmetic-shifts the contents of Rdest by the number specified by the 5-bit immediate
value, replicates the sign bit in MSB of Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0101 imm5001 SRAI  Rdest,#imm5
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SRL SRLshift instruction
Shift right logical

[Mnemonic]

SRL  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Logical right shift
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rdest  >>  ( Rsrc & 31 ) ;

[Description]

SRL right logical-shifts the contents of Rdest by the number specified by Rsrc, shifts zeroes into
the most significant bits and puts the result in Rdest.
Only the five least significant bits of Rsrc are used.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0001 src0000 SRL  Rdest,Rsrc
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3.2 Instruction description

SRL3 SRL3shift instruction
Shift right logical 3-operand

[Mnemonic]

SRL3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Logical right shift
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rsrc  >>  ( imm16 & 31 ) ;

[Description]

SRL3 right logical-shifts the contents of Rsrc into Rdest by the number specified by the 16-
bit immediate value, shifts zeroes into the most significant bits. Only the five least significant
bits of the immediate value are valid.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1001 src1000 imm16

SRL3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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SRLI SRLIshift instruction
Shift right logical immediate

[Mnemonic]

SRLI  Rdest,#imm5

[Function]

Logical right shift
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rdest  >>  ( imm5 & 31 ) ;

[Description]

SRLI right arithmetic-shifts Rdest by the number specified by the 5-bit immediate value, shifting
zeroes into the most significant bits.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0101 imm5000 SRLI  Rdest,#imm5
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ST STload/store instruction
Store

[Mnemonic]

➀   ST  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2

➁   ST  Rsrc1,@+Rsrc2
➂   ST  Rsrc1,@-Rsrc2

➃    ST  Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2)

[Function]

Store
➀   * ( int *) Rsrc2 = Rsrc1;
➁   Rsrc2 += 4,   * ( int *) Rsrc2 = Rsrc1;
➂   Rsrc2 -= 4,   * ( int *) Rsrc2 = Rsrc1;

   * ( int *) ( Rsrc2 + ( signed short ) disp16 ) = Rsrc1;

[Description]

➀ ST stores Rsrc1 in the memory at the address specified by Rsrc2.
➁ ST increments Rsrc2 by 4 and stores Rsrc1 in the memory at the address specified by the

resultant Rsrc2.
➂ ST decrements Rsrc2 by 4 and stores the contents of Rsrc1 in the memory at the address

specified by the resultant Rsrc2.
 ST stores Rsrc1 in the memory at the address specified by Rsrc combined with the 16-bit

displacement. The displacement value is sign-extended before the address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

Address exception (AE)

➃

➃
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[Encoding]

src11010

src10010 0111 src2

0100 src2 disp16

src10010 0110 src2

src10010 0100 src2 ST  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2

ST  Rsrc1,@+Rsrc2

ST  Rsrc1,@-Rsrc2

ST  Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2)
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STB STBload/store instruction
Store byte

[Mnemonic]

➀   STB  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2

➁   STB  Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2)

[Function]

Store
➀   * ( char *) Rsrc2 = Rsrc1;
➁   * ( char *) ( Rsrc2 + ( signed short ) disp16 ) = Rsrc1;

[Description]

➀ STB stores the least significant byte of Rsrc1 in the memory at the address specified by
Rsrc2.

➁ STB stores the least significant byte of Rsrc1 in the memory at the address specified by Rsrc
combined with the 16-bit displacement.
The displacement value is sign-extended to 32 bits before the address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

src11010

src10010 0000 src2

0000 src2 disp16

STB  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2

STB  Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2)
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STH STHload/store instruction
Store halfword

[Mnemonic]

➀   STH  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2

➁   STH  Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2)

[Function]

Store
➀   * ( short *) Rsrc2 = Rsrc1;
➁   * ( short *) ( Rsrc2 + ( signed short ) disp16 ) = Rsrc1;

[Description]

➀ STH stores the least significant halfword of Rsrc1 in the memory at the address
specified by Rsrc2.

➁ STH stores the least significant halfword of Rsrc1 in the memory at the address specified by
Rsrc combined with the 16-bit displacement. The displacement  value is sign-extended to 32
bits before the address calculation.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

Address exception (AE)

[Encoding]

src11010

src10010 0010 src2

0010 src2 disp16

STH  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2

STH  Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2)
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SUB SUBarithmetic operation instruction
Subtract

[Mnemonic]

SUB  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Subtract
Rdest = Rdest - Rsrc;

[Description]

SUB subtracts Rsrc from Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 0010 src SUB  Rdest,Rsrc
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SUBV SUBVarithmetic operation instruction
Subtract with overflow checking

[Mnemonic]

SUBV  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Subtract
Rdest = Rdest - Rsrc;
C = overflow  ?  1 : 0;

[Description]

SUBV subtracts Rsrc from Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is set when the subtraction results in overflow; otherwise, it is cleared.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 0000 src SUBV  Rdest,Rsrc
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SUBX SUBXarithmetic operation instruction
Subtract with borrow

[Mnemonic]

SUBX  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Subtract
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rdest - ( unsigned ) Rsrc - C;
C = borrow  ?  1 : 0;

[Description]

SUBX subtracts Rsrc and C from Rdest and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is set when the subtraction result cannot be represented by a 32-bit
unsigned integer; otherwise it is cleared.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 0001 src SUBX  Rdest,Rsrc
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TRAP TRAPEIT-related instruction
Trap

[Mnemonic]

TRAP  #imm4

[Function]

Trap occurrence
BPC = PC + 4;
BSM = SM;
BIE = IE;
BC = C ;
IE = 0;
C = 0;
call_trap_handler( imm4 );

[Description]

TRAP generates a trap with the trap number specified by the 4-bit immediate value.
IE and C bits are cleared to "0".

[EIT occurrence]

Trap (TRAP)

[Encoding]

0001 0000 1111 imm4 TRAP  #imm4;
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UNLOCK UNLOCKload/store instruction
Store unlocked

[Mnemonic]

UNLOCK  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2

[Function]

Store unlocked
if ( LOCK == 1 ) { * ( int *) Rsrc2 = Rsrc1; }
LOCK = 0;

[Description]

When the LOCK bit is 1, the contents of Rsrc1 are stored at the memory location specified by
Rsrc2. When the LOCK bit is 0, store operation is not executed. The condition bit (C) is unchanged.
This instruction clears the LOCK bit to 0 in addition to the simple storage operation.
The LOCK bit is internal to the CPU and cannot be accessed except by using the LOCK and
UNLOCK instructions.

[EIT occurrence]

Address exception (AE)

[Encoding]

src10010 src20101 UNLOCK  Rsrc1,@Rsrc2
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XOR XORlogic operation instruction
Exclusive OR

[Mnemonic]

XOR  Rdest,Rsrc

[Function]

Exclusive OR
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rdest ^ ( unsigned ) Rsrc;

[Description]

XOR computes the logical XOR of the corresponding bits of Rdest and Rsrc, and puts the result
in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest0000 src1101 XOR  Rdest,Rsrc
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XOR3 XOR3logic operation instruction
Exclusive OR 3-operand

[Mnemonic]

XOR3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16

[Function]

Exclusive OR
Rdest = ( unsigned ) Rsrc ^ ( unsigned short ) imm16;

[Description]

XOR3 computes the logical XOR of the corresponding bits of Rsrc and the 16-bit immediate
value, which is zero-extended to 32 bits, and puts the result in Rdest.
The condition bit (C) is unchanged.

[EIT occurrence]

None

[Encoding]

dest1000 1101 src imm16

XOR3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16
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Appendix A   Instruction list
The M32R family instruction list is shown below (in alphabetical order).

mnemonic function condition bit (C)

ADD Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest + Rsrc –

ADD3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = Rsrc + (sh)imm16 –

ADDI Rdest,#imm8 Rdest = Rdest + (sb)imm8 –

ADDV Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest + Rsrc change

ADDV3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = Rsrc + (sh)imm16 change

ADDX Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest + Rsrc + C change

AND Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest & Rsrc –

AND3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = Rsrc & (uh)imm16 –

BC pcdisp8 if(C) PC=PC+((sb)pcdisp8<<2) –

BC pcdisp24 if(C) PC=PC+((s24)pcdisp24<<2) –

BEQ Rsrc1,Rsrc2,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc1 == Rsrc2) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BEQZ Rsrc,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc == 0) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BGEZ Rsrc,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc >= 0) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BGTZ Rsrc,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc > 0) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BL pcdisp8 R14=PC+4,PC=PC+((sb)pcdisp8<<2) –

BL pcdisp24 R14=PC+4,PC=PC+((s24)pcdisp24<<2) –

BLEZ Rsrc,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc <= 0) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BLTZ Rsrc,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc < 0) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BNC pcdisp8 if(!C) PC=PC+((sb)pcdisp8<<2) –

BNC pcdisp24 if(!C) PC=PC+((s24)pcdisp24<<2) –

BNE Rsrc1,Rsrc2,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc1 != Rsrc2) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BNEZ Rsrc,pcdisp16 if(Rsrc != 0) PC=PC+((sh)pcdisp16<<2) –

BRA pcdisp8 PC=PC+((sb)pcdisp8<<2) –

BRA pcdisp24 PC=PC+((s24)pcdisp24<<2) –

CMP Rsrc1,Rsrc2 (s)Rsrc1 < (s)Rsrc2 change

CMPI Rsrc,#imm16 (s)Rsrc < (sh)imm16 change

CMPU Rsrc1,Rsrc2 (u)Rsrc1 < (u)Rsrc2 change

CMPUI Rsrc,#imm16 (u)Rsrc < (u)((sh)imm16) change

DIV Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = (s)Rdest / (s)Rsrc –

DIVU Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = (u)Rdest / (u)Rsrc –

JL Rsrc R14 = PC+4, PC = Rsrc –

JMP Rsrc PC = Rsrc –

LD Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc) Rdest = *(s *)(Rsrc+(sh)disp16) –

LD Rdest,@Rsrc Rdest = *(s *)Rsrc –

LD Rdest,@Rsrc+ Rdest = *(s *)Rsrc, Rsrc += 4 –
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mnemonic function condition bit (C)

LD24 Rdest,#imm24 Rdest = imm24 & 0x00ffffff –

LDB Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc) Rdest = *(sb *)(Rsrc+(sh)disp16) –

LDB Rdest,@Rsrc Rdest = *(sb *)Rsrc –

LDH Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc) Rdest = *(sh *)(Rsrc+(sh)disp16) –

LDH Rdest,@Rsrc Rdest = *(sh *)Rsrc –

LDI Rdest,#imm16 Rdest = (sh)imm16 –

LDI Rdest,#imm8 Rdest = (sb)imm8 –

LDUB Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc) Rdest = *(ub *)(Rsrc+(sh)disp16) –

LDUB Rdest,@Rsrc Rdest = *(ub *)Rsrc –

LDUH Rdest,@(disp16,Rsrc) Rdest = *(uh *)(Rsrc+(sh)disp16) –

LDUH Rdest,@Rsrc Rdest = *(ub *)Rsrc –

LOCK Rdest,@Rsrc LOCK = 1, Rdest = *(s *)Rsrc –

MACHI Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator += (s)(Rsrc1 & 0xffff0000) –

               * (s)((s)Rsrc2>>16)

MACLO Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator += (s)(Rsrc1<<16) * (sh)Rsrc2 –

MACWHI Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator += (s)Rsrc1 * (s)((s)Rsrc2>>16) –

MACWLO Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator += (s)Rsrc1 * (sh)Rsrc2 –

MUL Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = (s)Rdest * (s)Rsrc –

MULHI Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator = (s)(Rsrc1 & 0xffff0000) –

              * (s)((s)Rsrc2>>16)

MULLO Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator = (s)(Rsrc1<<16) * (sh)Rsrc2 –

MULWHI Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator = (s)Rsrc1 * (s)((s)Rsrc2>>16) –

MULWLO Rsrc1,Rsrc2 accumulator = (s)Rsrc1 * (sh)Rsrc2 –

MV Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rsrc –

MVFACHI Rdest Rdest = accumulater >> 32 –

MVFACLO Rdest Rdest = accumulator –

MVFACMI Rdest Rdest = accumulator >> 16 –

MVFC Rdest,CRsrc Rdest = CRsrc –

MVTACHI Rsrc accumulator[0:31] = Rsrc –

MVTACLO Rsrc accumulator[32:63] = Rsrc –

MVTC Rsrc,CRdest CRdest = Rsrc change

NEG Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = 0 - Rsrc –

NOP /*no-operation*/ –

NOT Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = ~Rsrc –

OR Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest | Rsrc –

OR3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = Rsrc | (uh)imm16 –

RAC Round the 32-bit value in the accumulator –

RACH Round the 16-bit value in the accumulator –

REM Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = (s)Rdest % (s)Rsrc –

REMU Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = (u)Rdest % (u)Rsrc –

RTE PC = BPC & 0xfffffffc, change

PSW[SM,IE,C] = PSW[BSM,BIE,BC]
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mneminic function condition bit (C)

SETH Rdest,#imm16 Rdest = imm16 << 16 –

SLL Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest << (Rsrc & 31) –

SLL3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = Rsrc << (imm16 & 31) –

SLLI Rdest,#imm5 Rdest = Rdest << imm5 –

SRA Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = (s)Rdest >> (Rsrc & 31) –

SRA3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = (s)Rsrc >> (imm16 & 31) –

SRAI Rdest,#imm5 Rdest = (s)Rdest >> imm5 –

SRL Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = (u)Rdest >> (Rsrc & 31) –

SRL3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = (u)Rsrc >> (imm16 & 31) –

SRLI Rdest,#imm5 Rdest = (u)Rdest >> imm5 –

ST Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2) *(s *)(Rsrc2+(sh)disp16) = Rsrc1 –

ST Rsrc1,@+Rsrc2 Rsrc2 += 4, *(s *)Rsrc2 = Rsrc1 –

ST Rsrc1,@-Rsrc2 Rsrc2 -= 4, *(s *)Rsrc2 = Rsrc1 –

ST Rsrc1,@Rsrc2 *(s *)Rsrc2 = Rsrc1 –

STB Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2) *(sb *)(Rsrc2+(sh)disp16) = Rsrc1 –

STB Rsrc1,@Rsrc2 *(sb *)Rsrc2 = Rsrc1 –

STH Rsrc1,@(disp16,Rsrc2) *(sh *)(Rsrc2+(sh)disp16) = Rsrc1 –

STH Rsrc1,@Rsrc2 *(sh *)Rsrc2 = Rsrc1 –

SUB Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest - Rsrc –

SUBV Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest - Rsrc change

SUBX Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest - Rsrc - C change

TRAP #n PSW[BSM,BIE,BC] = PSW[SM,IE,C] change
PSW[SM,IE,C] = PSW[SM,0,0]

Call trap-handler number-n

UNLOCK Rsrc1,@Rsrc2 if(LOCK) { *(s *)Rsrc2 = Rsrc1; } LOCK=0 –

XOR Rdest,Rsrc Rdest = Rdest ^ Rsrc –

XOR3 Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16 Rdest = Rsrc ^ (uh)imm16 –

where:

typedef singed int      s;  /* 32 bit signed integer (word)*/

typedef unsigned int    u;  /* 32 bit unsigned integer (word)*/

typedef signed short    sh; /* 16 bit signed integer (halfword)*/

typedef unsigned short  uh; /* 16 bit unsigned integer (halfword)*/

typedef signed char     sb; /*  8 bit signed integer (byte)*/

typedef unsigned char   ub; /*  8 bit unsigned integer (byte)*/
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Appendix B Pipeline stages
B.1 Overview of pipeline processing
The M32R CPU has five pipeline stages.

(1) IF stage (instruction fetch stage)
The instruction fetch (IF) is processed in this stage. There is an instruction queue and instructions
are fetched until the queue is full regardless of the completion of decoding in the D stage.

(2) D stage (decode stage)
Instruction decoding is processed in the first half of the D stage (DEC1).
The subsequent instruction decoding (DEC2) and a register fetch (RF) is processed in the second
half of the stage.

(3) E stage (execution stage)
Operations and address calculations (OP) are processed in the E stage.

(4) MEM stage (memory access stage)
Operand accesses (OA) are processed in the MEM stage. This stage is used only when the load/
store instruction is executed.

(5) WB stage (write back stage)
The operation results and fetched data are written to the registers in the WB stage.

Fig. B.1 Pipeline structure and processing

IF stage D stage E stage MEM
stage

WB stage

IF DEC1
OA

DEC2
OP WB

pipeline
stage

execution 
process

1 cycle

RF

Appendix B Pipeline stages
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B.2 Instructions and pipeline processing
The M32R pipeline has five stages. However, the MEM stage is used only when the load/store instruction
is executed, other instructions are processed in a 4-stage pipeline.

Appendix B Pipeline stages

Fig. B.2 Instructions and pipeline processing

AA
AA
AAA
AAA
AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AAIF D E MEM WBpipeline stage

<load/store instructions>

• If the cache is hit, the MEM stage is executed in one cycle. 
  If missed, the MEM stage is executed in multiple cycles.

pipeline stage

AA
AA
AAA
AAA
AA
AA

AA
AA

IF D E MEM

AA
AA

WB

AA
AA

MEM••••••

AA
AA
AAA
AAA
AA
AA

AA
AAIF D E WBpipeline stage

• The E-stage is executed for multiple cycles in  multi-cycle 
   instructions such as multiplication or division.

AA
AA
AAA
AAA

AA
AA

IF D E

AA
AA

WB

AAA
AAA

E••••••

5 stages

4 stages

<other instructions>

pipeline stage
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B.3 Pipeline processing
In perfect pipeline processing, each stage is executed in one cycle. However, the pipeline stall may be
caused at each stage of processing or by the execution of a branch instruction. Each case is described
in Figure B.3 and B.4.

< case 1  multiple cycles are required for the E-stage execution >

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AA

AA
AAIF D E WBDIV R1,R2

AA
AAE
AA
AAE

AA
AA

AA
AA

AA
AAIF D stall WBADD R3,R4

AA
AAEstall

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AAIF D WB

AA
AAEstallstall

AA
AA
AAA
AAA

AA
AAIF Dstall WB

AA
AAEstall

ADD R5,R6

ADD R7,R8

< case 2  operand access is not complete in one cycle >

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AA

AA
AA

IF D E WBLD R1,@R2

AA
AA

MEMAA
AA

AAAAIF D WBAAE stall

AAAAIF D stall WBAAE

AAAAAAAIF D WBAAEstall

ADD R5,R6

ADD R7,R8

MEM

AAMEMLD R3,@R4

AA
AA

MEM••••

stall••••

stall••••

stall••••

except cache hit

••••

••••

••••

••••

stall: pipeline stall

Fig. B.3 Pipeline stall 1
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Fig. B.4 Pipeline stall 2

< case 3  branch instruction is executed >
                (except for the case where no branch occurs at a conditional branch instruction) 

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AAIF D E WBbranch  instruction

AA
AA

AA
AA

AA
AAIF D WB

AA
AAE

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AA

IF D WB

AA
AA

Estall

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AAIF D WB

AA
AAEstall

AA
AAIF D

branch instruction is executed

stall

< case 4  the subsequent instruction uses an operand read from memory  >

AAAAIF D E WBLD R1,@R2

AAAAIF D WBAAE

AAMEM

ADD R3,R1 stall stall

< case 5  R15 is read after the SM bit in the PSW is written by an MVTC instruction 
                                                            and the subsequent instruction reads R15 >

AAAAIF D E WBMVTC R1,PSW

AAAAIF D WBAAESUB R3,R15 stall

AA
AA

IF

stall: pipleline stall
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The cases shown in Figure B.5 are special and pipeline stall does not occur.

Appendix B Pipeline stages

<when the WB stages of load and another instruction occur simultaneously>
    (pipeline processing is not stalled because the values can be written simultaneously)

AA
AA
AA
AA

AA
AAIF D E MEMLD R1,@R2

can be written 
simultaneouslyAA

AAWB

AA
AA
AA
AAIF D EADD R5,R6

AA
AAWB

AA
AA
AA
AAIF D EADD R7,R8

AA
AAWB

AA
AA
AA
AAIF D EADD R1,R2 WB

AAIF D EAAWBSUB R3,R1

bypass process

AAAA
IF D ELD R1,@R2 WB

AA
AA

IF D E WB

••••MEM MEM

AA
AA

IF D E WB

AA
AA

IF D E WB

WB stage is canceled 
if either is the same

<when the register written by the one instruction is used by the subsequent instruction>
   (the pipeline processing is not stalled because of the bypass process due to operation between registers)

<a subsequent instruction writes to a register before a load instruction is completed>
   (the WB stage of the load instruction is canceled)

Fig. B.5 Special case (pipeline stall does not occur)
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Appendix C   Instruction execution time
Normally, the E stage is considered as representing as the instruction execution time, however, because of
the pipeline processing the execution time for other stages may effect the total instruction execution time.
In particular, the IF, D, and E stages of the subsequent instruction must be considered after a branch has
occurred.
The following shows the number of the instruction execution cycles for each pipeline stage.
The execution time of the IF and MEM stages depends on the implementation of each product of the M32R
family.
Refer to the user's manual of each product for the execution time of these stages.

Table C.1 Instruction execution cycles in each stage

the number of execution cycles in each stage

instruction IF D E MEM WB

load instruction (LD, LDB, LDUB, LDH, LDUH, LOCK) R (note 1) 1 1 R (note 1) 1

store instruction (ST, STB, STH, UNLOCK) R (note 1) 1 1 W (note 1) (1) (note 2)

multiply instruction (MUL) R (note 1) 1 3 – 1

divide/reminder instruction (DIV, DIVU, REM, REMU) R (note 1) 1 37 – 1

other instructions R (note 1) 1 1 – 1

Notes 1 R, W: Refer to the user's manual prepared for each product.

  2 If the addressing mode of the store instructions is register indirect and register update, 1 cycle needs for WB stage.



Rev. Rev.

No. date

1.0 First edition 970331

1.1 • "Only a word-aligned (word boundary) address can be specified for the branch address.  If an 971031

 unaligned address is specified, an address exception occurs." an underlined part eliminated.

(line 18, page 2-6)

• [Encoding]

 "OR3  Rdest,Rsrc,#imm16"  revised. (line 13, page 3-63)

1.2 • "ADDV3 Add 3-operand with overflow checking" revised (line 21, page 2-4) 980701

• "ADDV3 Add 3-operand with overflow checking" revised (line 2, page 3-10)

• Logical right shift

  "Rdest = (unsigned) Rsrc >> (imm16 & 31);" revised (line 7, page 3-79)

• "Trap occurrence
BPC = PC + 4;
BSM = SM;
BIE = IE;
BC = C ;
IE = 0;
C = 0;
call_trap_handler( imm4 );" revised (line 7, page 3-88)

• "BL pcdisp24 R14=PC+4,PC=PC+((s24)pcdisp24<<2) " revised (line 19, page A-2)

• "BNC pcdisp24 if(!C) PC=PC+((s24)pcdisp24<<2) " revised (line 23, page A-2)

• "TRAP #n PSW[BSM,BIE,BC] = PSW[SM,IE,C] change

PSW[SM,IE,C] = PSW[SM,0,0]

Call trap-handler number-n "  revised (line 23, page A-4)
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